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If It Hadn’t Been for Buster Lesson 11

If It Hadn’t Been for Buster

“And call upon me in the day of trouble:
I will deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify me.” Psalm 50:15

Say the words to your teacher.

Can you guess the meanings of these words without looking in the

glossary?

Do not look up the words in the glossary. Find the boldfaced words in the
story and see how they are used. Then write them in the sentences below.

1. My little puppy around my pockets, looking for a
snack.

2. I read an in a magazine about grizzly bears.

3. The calves began making a when they saw me
coming with their feed.

4. The old hunting dog stuck his into the hunter’s
backpack.

5. “Tom’s my best helper,” Mother said, patting him
on the shoulder.

Before the Story

Today you will read about another unusual pet— one you probably

will never have. As you read, decide what you would enjoy most if

you had such a pet.

Glossary Words
muzzle nuzzled commotion
article affectionately
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Read “If It Hadn’t Been for Buster.”

What Do You Think?

The answers to these questions are not stated in the story. Write what you
think and give your reasons.

6. Was the writer of the story a man or woman? What in the story makes you
think so?

7. Which is worse, being hungry, or thirsty? What part of the story told you that?

8. Was the writer cruel or kind? What in the story told you that?

A Figure of Speech

The poem title “The Book of Nature” is a figure of speech.

Read the poem “The Book of Nature.” Follow these directions.

9. List five things from Stanza 2 that you can find in the Book of Nature.

If It Hadn’t Been for Buster Lesson 11
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10. Write one whole line of the poem that tells how you can you “read” the Book
of Nature.

11. Tell what the “cover of blue” on the Book of Nature is.

12. Circle the rhyme scheme of the first stanza. abcb abba abab

13. Circle the rhyme scheme of Stanza 2. abcb abba abab

If It Hadn’t Been for Buster Lesson 12

I had oral reading class. _____ yes _____ no

How Did He Feel?

Write a word that tells what the man probably felt at these different times.

despair thankfulness fear relief amusement joy

1. When he first saw the cub.

2. When the mother bear came to the door.

3. When the cub slipped out the door.

4. When the cub lay on its back and drank.

5. The second day under the tree.

In most poems of more than one stanza, each stanza

will have the same rhyme scheme.
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6. When he saw his friends coming.

7. When he was safe in the hospital.

Noisy Words — Onomatopoeia

Do you remember how to pronounce that big word that means

“noisy words”? Here’s a reminder: än ß mat ß p7å ß. Onomatopoeia

is the name for words that sound like the sound they describe. In this

story, buster slurped milk from a bottle. Can’t you just hear that slurp-

ing noise in the word slurp?

Underline one onomatopoeic word in each sentence.

8. I woke up when I heard the sleet pinging against my window.

9. The angry buzzing of the bees made us decide to leave.

10. The people began to murmur against Moses and Aaron.

The Story Verse

“And call upon me in the day of trouble:
I will deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify me.” Psalm 50:15

List three things God used to deliver the man under the tree.

11. a.

b.

c.

What had the man done in the very beginning that in the end God used to
save his life?

12.
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Using Descriptive Adjectives

An adjective tells us something about a noun.

Circle each adjective in these phrases from the story. Then write one thing it
tells about the noun. Do not use the adjective itself in your explanation.

áêÇòÑïë ìáŸÇàí á´âÄ†ßë Ú˜åïÆ§Ö¥Ï á´åïáêë.“ soaked fur” tells

13. “a snuffling noise” tells

14. “the deep woods” tells

15. “twitching muzzle” tells

16. “in late summer” tells

Say the story verse to your teacher.

In Spite of Lions Lesson 13

In Spite of Lions

“My God hath sent his angel, and hath shut the lions’ mouths,
that they have not hurt me.” Daniel 6:22

Say the words to your teacher.
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Glossary Words
chamber supplication petition
assembled decree



Find the words in the glossary and learn their meanings. Write each word in
the sentence in which it would fit. One sentence is a Bible verse.

1. The that the students brought to the teacher was
for a longer recess.

2. They all made to God asking for deliverance.

3. Mother swept the .

4. Father the whole family to hear the story.

5. “There went out a from Caesar Augustus, that all
the world should be taxed” (Luke 2:1).

Before the Story
You have probably heard this story often since you were little. But

perhaps you never read it from the Bible before. Don’t forget that the
language of the Bible is somewhat different than the way we write today.

Turn to page 98 and read the paragraph in smaller print under the title. Then
write a word from the first paragraph of the story that means “before.”

6.

Read “In Spite of Lions.”

Which Word?

Underline one word that makes each sentence correct.

7. It was possible, impossible for the king to change the statute he had made.

8. The king spent the night feasting, fasting, praying, sleeping.

9. Daniel’s enemies thought it was highly probable, improbable that he would
come out of the lions’ den alive.

10. After this, the king likely paid more, less attention to the decrees he signed.

In Spite of Lions Lesson 13
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Which Verse?

Write the number of the verse that tells you each of these things.

11. The men told the king Daniel was not obeying his law.

12. The king did not sleep or eat that night.

13. The king called out to Daniel.

14. Daniel prayed just as he always did.

15. Daniel had been brought as a captive from Judah.

16. Daniel was not hurt because he believed God.

17. The king tried hard to figure out a way to keep from having to put
Daniel in the lions’ den.

The Poem—“The Peaceable Kingdom”

Read “The Peaceable Kingdom.” Then answer these questions.

18. Would your mother let your little brother or sister lead a wolf, a lion, or a

leopard around?

19. Would any farmer you know of let a wolf, leopard, or lion sleep in the same

room with lambs or calves?

20. If God can make the wild and tame animals dwell together in peace, can He

also make two men who are enemies into friends?

21. Poetry from the Bible is not like other poetry. Do any of the lines of this

poem rhyme?

The people who wrote the Bible did not rhyme their

poems. Instead, they used the thoughts of what they wrote

to express God’s truth in beautiful ways. Almost all of the

Book of Psalms is this kind of poetry.


